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Overview - Overall I want to show the life and work of Albert Einstein. I want to demystify him as
a human and I want people to be able to read about his life and realize that anyone could be the
next Einstein if they put in the effort. I want it to intrigue those interested in science or who just
want to learn about einstein in general.

Resources -
The Albert Einstein wikipedia article, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_Einstein,

Audience - The audience is anyone trying to learn about Albert Einstein. We will provide some
details about his research but nothing so advanced that the average person couldn’t
understand. Overall the information should be easily digestible, similar to wikipedia or
biography.com.

Message - I’d like to put equal emphasis on Einstein’s life as well as his works. He is very
influential and one of the most well known scientists of all time. I wish to give people a better
understanding of him and demystify who he was. I wish to provide details about him in order to
help people realize that, although he was smart, he was also a human just like everybody else
and anyone who wants to get into the field could make discoveries just like he did.

Tone - The tone does not need to be entirely formal. The idea is to provide the average person
with an overview of his life. If they wanted technical knowledge they could seek that in books or
professional sites. Instead we should make the site captivating and effortless to read. Again, the
site is targeted towards the average person, it should not be a strenuous read.

Visual Style - For the visual style we should lean heavily into science as a whole. Maybe have
visuals of space or of einstein's general relativity theory. Ideally with darker backgrounds and
white text to resemble space. We could also create icons resembling periodic table elements to
navigate the site. For example, creating an element block with the letters Re for research in the
style of the following table. Overall, lots of science imagery with dark backgrounds and light text.
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